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If there’s one thing every machine

learning practitioner loves, it’s

labeling their data. 

Wait a minute. No. That’s not right.

Most ML practitioners hate labeling

data. It’s onerous, time-consuming,

expensive, and tedious–but it’s also

absolutely vital.

After all, labeled data is what makes

supervised machine learning models

actually work. In the real world, data

isn’t neat and clean like it is in

academia. Datasets aren’t pre-

curated so students can learn which

models work best. They’re messy.

They need augmentation and prep

before they can fuel model training.

In myriad different use cases, what

they need most is labeling.

The problem is that data labeling is

both expensive and prone to errors.

Both those downsides are more or

less endemic, natural symptoms of

the process of labeling itself. At the

scale many companies are currently

operating under, they need 

hundreds of thousands if not millions

of labels to train accurate models. And

since generally, each of those labels

comes from a person, it’s pretty easy

to see why this process is so costly and

imperfect.

The thing is: nearly all of us need

labeled data. We’re just not thinking

about it the most efficient way. In fact,

what many in our industry are doing

right now is just going with the flow.

We’re finding a labeling provider,

signing a long-term contract, and

crossing our fingers that their accuracy

metrics are, well, accurate.

The goal of this white paper is to get

us to take a step back and realize

what’s working with labeling–and

what isn’t. You can absolutely save

time and money on data labeling

without sacrificing model quality. In

fact, by following these tips, chances

are you’ll be increasing model

performance. 

Let’s start by making sure we define

data labeling itself.

INTRODUCTION



P R I S M A  I N C .

As definitions go, that’s about as spare as possible but it doesn’t describe the process

itself. For the purposes of this white paper, we’re going to look primarily at human

labeling, though of course, we will touch on machine-generated labels later on. 

Essentially, the general framework for data labeling at scale hasn’t changed all that

much since Amazon launched Mechanical Turk decades ago. 

A typical data labeling workflow works a little something like this: 

You have some amount of raw data (or data that’s missing key information). You need

labels on that data to train your model. You upload or send some portion of that data

to a third party service (or an internal team), write instructions or otherwise tell them

what labels you need, and then you wait. And wait. And wait.

During that time, a whole host of people, generally ones you’ll never meet, read those

instructions and provide those labels for you. They could be annotating objects like

roads and trucks for an autonomous driving use case, for example:

data labeling
dādə /ˈlābəling/
(verb)

The process by which data is changed or augmented with informative tags or
labels, generally for machine learning models.

A  WORKING  DEFINIT ION  OF

DATA  LABELING :



But when they’re done, what you get

is a .csv, .json, or other file that

contains informative tags for your

model. What was once just a series of

pixels now has boxes that mark

important classes like “cars” or

“pedestrians.” What was once just

some off-handed comments are now

organized and flagged as “explicit” or

“acceptable.”

In short: you provided raw data to a

group of people and they in turn

provided labels so you could train a

model with that data.

But here’s the thing some people

overlook: your data labels are as
important–if not more important–
than the model you use. We all

understand the adage of “garbage in,

garbage out.” Bad labels? Those are

garbage in. You simply can’t train a

good model on bad data.

Now as we mentioned above, chances

are you’re paying way too much

money on this and spending way too

much time waiting for your labels.

And your models are suffering.

Here are five ways to make data

labeling work a little better for you

and your organization:

Your data labels are as
important–if not more
important–than the
model you use.

You simply cannot train
a good model on bad data



How long did you spend writing the instructions for your last labeling task? Be honest.

Was it an hour? A few minutes? The better part of a day? 

Most machine learning practitioners have a habit of rushing through instructions. We

make assumptions about how easy data labeling is going to be for our labelers. And so

our instructions can be insufficient, breezy, or incomplete. This is a gigantic error. 

See, this data is going to become the heart of your model. This data is going to be how

your model understands the world. Bad labels mean bad models. And bad instructions
guarantee bad labels.

 Let’s start with some examples of a relatively simple object detection labeling workflow.

Put yourself in the place of someone who doesn’t know anything about your model and

simply knows they’re supposed to label images with the classes you’ve provided. 

Here’s your first task: label the people in this image:

YOU  NEED  BETTER

INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  YOUR

LABELERS
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Harder than you expected, right?

How about this one? 

In both those instances, we see

both people and pictures of

people. If you weren’t explicit in

your instructions, what’s a labeler

to do? Acting in good faith, one

person might label the actress on

the bus ad and everyone inside

while the next person ignores the

ad. They aren’t “people” after all.

They’re representations of

people. 

Ok, now let's say your instructions

were explicit. “Don’t label

billboards or posters of people.”

What about this next one?



Is a baby in a stroller her own separate

person?

Past that, don’t make assumptions

about your audience. Labelers come

from all walks of life and have

different levels of technological and

linguistic fluency. They come from

different places with different cultural

backgrounds. It might feel silly or

excessive, but you should tell them

how to complete your task, including

things like “click the button” and

“select the class from the list

provided.” Every step of your workflow

should be explained succinctly but

completely.

You get the idea. These are genuinely difficult examples in a generically easy labeling task.

Labelers don’t know your model or what information it needs. They do what they’re asked

to do in your instructions. And if you didn’t spell out exactly what they should do in the

cases above, you’re going to get bad or competing labels. That won’t be their fault either.

It’ll be the fault of the instructions themselves. 

So how do you correct this? While we know that different labeling companies operate

differently, being explicit, succinct, and exhaustive is your best bet. Here are a few things
you should do:

START  FROM

A  TEMPLATE
This can be from your labeling

provider, a past colleague with

expertise, or someone on your team

who’s worked with your labeling

company before. But if you’ve never

created instructions, don’t reinvent the

wheel. Build off of other people’s

successes.

T I P  # 1

EXPLAIN

EVERYTHING

T I P  # 2

This is especially relevant for crowd-

sourced labeling–not BPOs or other in-

house solutions. Don’t make

assumptions. About anything.

Think back to the examples above. If

you just wrote “please mark the

people in the images,” your labels are

going to be inconsistent and

potentially unusable. You need to

define what a “person” is. You need to

define every class in detail–both what

it is and what it isn’t.

For example: is a pickup truck a car? Is

someone walking their bike a

pedestrian? What if they’re riding it? 

ALLOW  FOR

N /A

T I P  # 3

This is a small point, but we’ve seen

that some labeling workflows don’t

allow labelers to mark “n/a” or

something similar if an image is

corrupted. That means the labeler may

not be able to complete a step and be

forced to just mark something,

anything, to get through that step.

Give labelers an escape valve in your

task and explain that in your

instructions.



Want better labels? Show examples. Say you have the good fortune of creating the

world’s cutest puppy identifier model. Telling your labelers “place boxes around each

individual puppy” isn’t going to cut it. Explaining how tight the boxes should be is hard.

What’s easier is just taking a few quick screen shots so you can show, not tell:

SHOW  EXAMPLES

T I P  # 4

As an added bonus, images help break up instructions and keep your audience engaged.

You may have felt a similar feeling on this document, in fact. 

An example of perfect bounding boxes on the left with too tight of boxes on the right

T I P  # 5

LABEL  YOUR  OWN  DATA

You might not realize how many edge-cases and other oddities are lurking in your data

until you sit down and actually label a small portion of your data yourself. That’s bolded
because it really is the best tip in this list. 

Labeling your own data will expose the difficulty to you first hand. Then, you can amend

your instructions to account for those edge-cases and oddities. Without fail, looking

through a few dozen examples will show you something you can make clearer, some issue

you didn’t quite account for when you were creating the instructions in the first place. You

don’t need to spend hours on this–you’re using labelers for a reason–but just go through a

handful of random examples and you’ll be surprised how much you didn’t account for

during the first draft of your instructions. 

While you’re doing it? Take screenshots for your examples. If you can, use whatever software

or workflow your labelers themselves will be using. This isn’t always possible, of course, but

it will make your instructions more incisive if you can do that.



T I P  # 6

GET  FEEDBACK  FROM  YOUR

PROVIDER

Your labeling provider is an expert on data labeling. They know much more about

labeling data–and what instructions work–than you do. They have every incentive to take

a few minutes and give you the feedback you need to be successful. If they don’t, you

might need to think about finding a new provider once your contract runs out.

T I P  # 7

BE  PREPARED  TO  ITERATE

Your first stab at instructions won’t be perfect. That’s fine! Chances are, neither was your

first model or your first anything. Yes, instruction writing can be tedious, but if you do a

poor job, you’ll be spending time and money on labeled data that simply may not work

for your use case at all. 

T I P  # 8

REMEMBER  HOW  IMPORTANT

THIS  ACTUALLY  IS
Bad instructions mean bad labels and bad labels mean bad models. 

Taking a few extra hours to get this right will pay enormous dividends during the training

process. That last paragraph’s about as succinctly as we can put it. The issue is, too many

practitioners outsource instructions or blast through them quickly and that leads to

problems down the line. It can lead to everything from animosity between you and your

labeling partner to models that overfit to models that simply do not work and cannot be

released to production. Most of us have no issue spending a few days or even just a few

hours to make our models work better–why wouldn’t you do the same with the

ingredients for those models themselves?

BAD  LABELS  INSTRUCTIONS  MEAN  BAD

LABELS .  BAD  LABELS  MEAN  BAD  MODELS .  



As machine learning and data science grew in popularity, new companies popped up to

serve new demands. Data greedy models required more storage space, more compute, and

yes, more labels. An ecosystem of data labeling companies exist to meet that last demand.

Like any business vertical, these companies have their strengths and weaknesses. But what

too many machine learning practitioners and data scientists do is simply go with the herd.

They know the big players and they use those companies because, well, everyone else is.

And that’s never the best reason to do anything. 

Those big labeling shops do have real benefits, of course. We’re not here to tell you to avoid

those. We’re simply saying that you shouldn’t make this choice lightly. Many contracts with

labeling companies run for at least a year and come with a sizable price tag. Research

who’s right for you instead of choosing who’s biggest or flashiest. 

So how do you determine exactly who to use to label your data? Here are a few key

dichotomies to keep in mind before you sign on the dotted line:

THERE  ARE  A  LOT  OF  LABELING

PARTNERS  OUT  THERE .  FIND

THE  ONE  THAT ’S  RIGHT  FOR  YOU
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You can break almost every labeling provider into two distinct categories: BPOs and

crowdsourced labelling.

BPOs–which stands for business process outsourcers or outsourcing–are managed services.

They have an actual staff of labelers, people who are, indeed, professional data labelers.

That means BPOs generally produce higher quality labels. These are experts who label

data for a living, who have coworkers they can talk to about issues, and bosses they’re

accountable to.

Crowdsourced labeling businesses are generally bigger and rely on individuals electing to

log into their service and label from their home machines. That means crowdsourced

providers generally produce labels quickly. These companies exist and are successful

because they have big crowds that can turn around a ton of data and, importantly, often

work around the clock.

There are a ton of differences between the two, but on a high level, those are the marked

ones. BPOs are of course paramount if you have privacy concerns around your data (it’s

impossible for a crowdsource provider to work with non-redacted medical data, for

example) but you’re going to get slower throughput at better quality with BPOs.

Crowdsource providers don’t necessarily always have lower quality but it’s simply easier to

maintain quality when you have a trained workforce than a bunch of people logging into a

service to make a few extra dollars. 

Last point on that: crowdsourcing providers are ideal if you need lots of judgements,

especially ones that don’t take a ton of expertise or attention. A simple image tagging job

(with good instructions!) can work just as well at one of the bigger shops because the task

itself just isn’t that hard.

BPO  VS .  CROWDSOURCING



This is, admittedly, a bit of a follow up to the last point but it’s a crucial one we want to

underline here. Oftentimes, bigger, crowdsourced labeling providers enjoy a client base of

bigger companies with deeper pockets. That means they can pay more per annotation. And

when a member of the crowd is choosing which tasks they want to work on, chances are,

they’ll choose to work on one with better pay.

BPOs and smaller labeling providers are simply better equipped to service smaller companies.

Your data project gets slotted into a queue. It gets worked on. But with the bigger companies,

sometimes their biggest clients will get priority over you. And while that makes sense for

them, for you, it could mean waiting weeks for labels you were expecting in days.

BIG  PARTNERS  VS .  SMALL  ONES

SPECIALISTS  VS .  GENERALISTS

Certain data labelers have special expertise. They may specialize in a certain vertical, like

autonomous driving or a specific annotation type, like LIDAR or medical imagery. Some

have staff that have government clearance for sensitive jobs while others may be HIPAA

compliant for certain tasks in healthcare. 

If you have a specific, difficult task that requires specialized knowledge or expertise, it’s a

good idea to look into one of these providers. They’re likely going to be a bit smaller and

your turnaround will be slower because of it, but you’ll see dividends in data quality.

Alternatively, if your team isn’t doing something that requires niche knowhow, generalists

may be the right way to go. This is especially relevant if you have several different types of

data labeling you’ll want to do–say, an NLP task this month and an object detection one the

next. Ditto if you have an organization where multiple teams will be using your data

labeling provider.



Now, there are a few other things to keep in mind when considering your labeling partners

that aren’t an A vs. B consideration. They largely come to things you’ll see covered in SLAs,

but they aren’t widely understood. 

Take price for example. It’s not just about how much you’ll be charged (though your

finance department will be mighty keen to know that as soon as possible). It’s also about

how you’ll be charged. Does your provider charge a flat fee for unlimited data annotations?

Unlikely. But they may charge per row or per annotation. 

And that difference really adds up. Say you’re being charged per annotation for an

autonomous driving labeling project. Rural roads will be affordable but what happens

when you start sending data from your highway team?

This is a smaller consideration but one worth keeping in mind. Many companies have their

own tooling–their own bounding box applications or sentence parsing tools for NLP jobs.

Others might use 3rd party tooling that you’re already familiar with or even tooling you

yourself provide (though note that you may be charged to use some of that tooling!). It’s

important to understand what kind of tech your partner will utilize but generally, this isn’t a

make-or-break consideration.

BESPOKE  TOOLING  VS .  3RD

PARTY  TOOLING



You can be over budget before you know

it. 

If your provider uses a crowd, get a

handle on how much that will run. Some

will charge for use of their platform and

crowd costs, while others will charge for

one or the other or even vary their pricing

based on job type and client. It’s

complex! But if you’ll be on the hook

paying the crowd, find out what a typical

job costs for the sort of data you’ll be

pushing through their service. LIDAR

annotations, for example, cost

exponentially more than simple image

tagging.

Additionally, look at your providers’

flexibility. Are you signing a years’ long

contract? Is it per project? Some have a

schedule where you have to subject raw

data at a certain time for it to be worked

on in the following week. Some let you

upload whenever you’re ready and the

crowd gets to work. Understand their

cycles and understand if they can

actually deliver on your projects in a

timeline you find reasonable.

Lastly, you want to dig into their

performance itself. Specifically: how are

they measuring accuracy? You’ll certainly

hear some high metrics here but exactly

how are they gauging that? If your team

has their own tools or tactics to gauge

data accuracy coming from these

providers, that’s certainly ideal. That said,

many of us simply don’t have the staff,

budget, or expertise to grade the

accuracy of tens of thousands of data

rows. It’s also never a bad idea to ask old

colleagues and peers in your industry

who they use and if they’re happy.

In the end, it’s like that Miracles song

from the early 70s: you better shop

around. There are far more providers out

there than you’d think and chances are,

there’s an ideal partner for your project.

Don’t jump in quickly---the wrong

provider can be slow, produce iffy labels,

and submarine your entire project. The

right one, alternatively, can help make

training your models so much easier. Be

methodical. Labeling data isn't the most

fun part of our job. But having to label

data twice because it was that bad the

first time around is less fun than that.



One of the more promising fields for machine learning is in medicine, specifically around

radiology. Unlike, say, a busy urban street, radiology scans are fairly uniform. Scans of wrists

for an arthritis drug trial, for example, are going to look mostly the same. You’re always

going to see a hand in the same position and the bones within. 

Because these scans are so uniform, training models on them becomes a bit easier. And for

radiologists, this is a boon. In the example we’re using now of radiologists grading the

efficacy of a drug based on scans, looking through thousands of these is difficult and

incredibly tedious. A smarter approach might be having a machine grade the easiest

examples–examples, say, where there’s nothing out of the ordinary–and giving the most

complex, trickiest scans to an expert. This is a nice remix of the Pareto Principle:

COMPLIMENT  HUMAN  LABELING

WITH  MACHINE  LEARNING
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E F F O R T R E S U L T S

N O T  I M P O R T A N T

I M P O R T A N T

I M P O R T A N T

NO T  I M P O R T A N T

The crux of that idea is the crux of this section: don’t waste time with human labeling if
and when you can avoid it. Instead, combine the best of human and machine

intelligence. Here’s what we mean:



The source of truth about a particular piece of data is sometimes known as an “oracle.” And

one the surest ways to reduce your data labeling cost is stop relying on solely human

oracles. Instead, smart companies are seeing real, tangible gains by employing

autolabeling. 

For the sake of explanation, let’s imagine there are five rows of raw data you need labeled

for your autonomous driving models. Four of them are traditional street shots, full of cars

and signage, trees and buildings, the stuff your model has seen a million times before. The

pre-trained model you’re using looks at those and is reasonably confident it knows what’s

in each of those pictures. Here, you let a model automatically label those images. You

don’t send those to your data labeling provider, saving 80% on your labels for these rows.

The last picture is this one: 

THE  TWO  ORACLES

Your model would be forgiven for its

confusion here. Either Old Mother

Hubbard has really let herself go or

this is a man who seems to be

driving a shoe. In either case, your

model will likely have no idea what

this is. This is an image you’d send

to your human labelers for manual

labeling.

This is a schema your team should

consider if it can. Essentially, it looks

like this: For every piece of raw,

unlabeled data, you have a choice:

send that piece of data to your

labeling provider or to a machine

learning model to label. You can use

your own model or even a pre-

trained model from elsewhere,

depending on your particular use

case. 

Whatever the case, a process can be used to determine where your data goes, choosing

either to stick with a machine-generated label or have a person (re)label each piece of

data. This is one variety of something we call human-in-the-loop machine learning. 

Now, the criteria around what data is sent to human oracles and what data you let a

machine oracle handle is really up to you. Some use cases are more tolerant of errors and

the restrictions and pressures around every data labeling project are different. You’ll need

to use your best judgment here. But the benefit here should be pretty apparent. Every data

row your model can handle itself is a data row you aren’t sending to your provider. Those

savings add up quickly.



Let’s start with the obvious: your data labelers will make errors. Full stop. No matter if you’re

using a BPO, a crowdsourced provider, or even an internal team, you’ll see mistakes. 

Just think about it: if you were labeling images for six or eight hours in a row, eventually,

you’re going to make an error. It’s understandable and, more often than not, these mistakes

are in good faith. A labeler might miss putting a bounding box on one of the cars in a

crowded image. They might have an issue with your instructions (though, not after you read

section 1 of course). They might be genuinely confused about something and provide bad

labels without really knowing it. 

But data labeling companies often tout accuracy rates in the mid- to high-90s. How exactly

is this possible? The answer is redundancy. 

If you’ve dealt with data labeling before, you’re likely familiar with the concept of labeling

redundancy. The idea is pretty intuitive: errors can be corrected if you aggregate multiple

judgments. Generally, that means having at least three labelers per row so that the

occasional error will be overruled by two annotators making the proper annotation on that

same piece of data. 

That said, that also means you’re paying for multiple annotations on every row of data.

Functionally, this can triple your cost (or even more, depending on complexity and use

case). The question is how can you reduce this? Since this is a whitepaper on saving you

data labeling costs, we have a few ideas. But it’s important to first start with the types of

errors you’re likely to see. We'll get to those on the next page. 

ARE  TOO  MANY  PEOPLE

LABELING  YOUR  DATA?
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GOOD  FAITH  ERRORS

He got the main elephant in the

foreground beautifully. The bounding

box is precise and clean. Same with the

elephant in yellow---sure, it’s occluded,

but again: that’s a nice, tight

annotation. 

The marks in white and green? Those

might be an issue with instructions or

genuine confusion, but the labels are

again tight and effortful: they’re just

wrong. That’s certainly one elephant

not several. This is a good faith error. It’s

what most mistakes are in data

labeling. But it’s not every mistake.

The majority of mistakes in data labeling are just people messing up or losing focus during

long stints of labeling. Take the picture below. Here, a labeler is asked to place a box

around the elephants in an image:

FRAUDULENT  LABELS

It’s often unspoken, but data labeling can indeed have scamming, generally only at

crowdsourced providers. After all, if all you have to do is register for a service to make a few

extra dollars, that’s going to attract a non-zero amount of unscrupulous actors. 

Crowdsourced providers are mostly quite good at spotting these scams. There are speed

traps and a whole host of other programmatic ways to detect purposely scammy labels.

But they do seep in from time to time. It’s best to be aware that you may occasionally see

something like this:

Not ideal. Redundancy is usually quite

good at invalidating these labels but

you want to be on the lookout all the

same. Again: we want to stress these

are a small minority of the bad labels

you’ll see. Most people approach this–

and any work, really–trying to do their

best. That doesn’t mean they’re perfect,

but they aren’t malicious. Just know

that they aren’t the entirety of labelers.

 There are some crafty scammers out

there. Make sure you and your provider

are auditing your labels.



Since errors of both kinds–bad and good faith alike–are pretty rare, if you have several

labelers touch every piece of data, you’ll generally end up with solid, utile labels for your

models. 

The question for you–and your organization’s pocket book–is exactly how many labels you

need.

SO  HOW  MUCH  LABELING

REDUNDANCY  DO  YOU  NEED?

There’s this assumption that every record needs the same amount of labels and that you

should know how many labels that is before you start your project. That’s a

preconception you should try to get away from. 

Because in the same way not all data is created equal and some data is simply harmful

or useless, your useful data isn’t created equally either. Some of it is in fact much more

useful to your models than others.

YOU  SHOULD  LABEL  RECORDS

BY  IMPORTANCE

Take, for example, self-driving car images. You may find that some of your data isn’t

helping your model much–think redundant frames from streets you’ve driven before. You

may find that some is actively harmful–think data from a faulty LIDAR sensor, perhaps.

(We’ll get into this more in the next section.) But amongst the good information, some of

that may be even more important than other valuable data. An example? Accident

footage.



See, accident footage is both rare

(hopefully that is!) and information your

model may need to understand in order to

avoid the behavior that caused the

incident in the first place. 

For this especially useful data, it’s worth

making absolutely sure your labels are

impeccable. That may mean getting

additional labels from your provider. A

good rule of thumb is that data which is

harder to label or data that your model is

especially sensitive to or needs to be

absolutely correct because of its overall

importance should get your extra

attention. You don't have to make this

determination up front though. 

In fact, one way to do this is to leverage

active learning in your training processes.

At Alectio, we’re big proponents of active

learning and this is a big reason why. After

all, in an active learning framework, you’re

going to be “listening” to your model as it

trains to uncover which data really really

moves the needle in terms of precision,

recall, or whatever metric you’re

concentrating on. By understanding the

kinds of data that make the most

difference to your model, you can focus

more energy on it. You can collect more of

that data if your overall amount of it is

lacking. And you can absolutely have it

labeled more strenuously and

meticulously.  Additionally, active learning

can help you decide not only if a record

should be labeled but how many times it

should be labeled as well. 

So, in the case of our example, you might

uncover that yes, accident data is the most

valuable for your autonomous driving

models. Now, collecting more of that data

isn’t going to be that easy unless you’re

willing to do some rather unethical things

and cause a few accidents for the sake of

data science. But you can absolutely make

certain you get additional labels on those

frames so that you’re certain that data is

accurate. 

Conversely, since this is a white paper on

saving money, once you uncover the data

you need less of? Have those labeled by less

annotators. Or even skip labeling that

altogether. Which brings us to the last bit of

our journey.

WHAT  DATA  

SHOULD

RECEIVE  EXTRA

ATTENTION  FOR

YOUR  LABELING

PROJECTS?

DATA  THAT 'S  HARD  TO  LABEL

DATA  THAT  YOUR  MODEL  IS

ESPECIALLY  SENSITIVE  TO

DATA  THAT 'S  HARDER  TO

COLLECT

DATA  THAT  MUST –

ABSOLUTELY  MUST –BE

ACCURATE

Information-rich scenes may require additional annotations



So far we’ve talked about writing instructions, choosing the right partner, leveraging ML for

labeling, and smartly managing annotator quantity. What we haven’t talked about is your

data itself. After all, what better way is there to save money on data labeling than

simply...labeling less data? 

This is something a lot of machine learning practitioners and data scientists balk at. Many

of us have been taught that the solution to underperforming models or poor performance

is to just throw more data at the problem. And while more data certainly can be useful, it’s

not a magic bullet. 

Why is that? Because not all data is created equal.

Broadly speaking, we think any dataset can be separated into three general categories:

useful data, useless data, and harmful data:

YOU  CAN –AND  YOU  SHOULD –

LABEL  LESS  DATA

B I G  T I P  NUMB E R  5

The good stuff. Useful

data makes your models

work. They’re well-labeled

examples your models

need to learn, full of rich,

informative content.

Your goal should be to

find as much of this data

as possible.

Not helpful, but not

necessarily hurtful. Here,

think about redundant

information. Your model

may not need hundreds of

examples of a category it

already understands, for

example. Alternatively,

this could simply be data

without much informative

content.

The bad stuff. Harmful

data could be bad

information from a faulty

sensor or data your

provider mislabeled or a

hopelessly blurry image–

the point is that this data

makes your models worse.

For example: your driving

model doesn't need this:

USEFUL  DATA USELESS  DATA HARMFUL  DATA



Transfer learning involves applying one models’ knowledge to another, similar domain. For

example, a model that understands flowers can be adapted to identify weeds or trees. 

Typically, transfer learning recycles knowledge from adjacent domains. You might take a

model trained to do object detection on CIFAR data and transfer that to the example

above (of a model that understands plants). That said, there have been some successes

transferring the underlying structures of models to problems that aren’t in the same

domain. 

Transfer learning reduces the amount of labels you’ll have to collect as it can jumpstart a

model past some of the early training phases, allowing you to hone in on specific

weaknesses the model has. In essence, you might transfer the ability to “see” objects but

need to spend some training time teaching your model specific classes not addressed in

the original model.

Inherently, we all realize this. We know that every piece of data we use to train our models

isn’t equally useful. We know that bad labels creep in and that redundant information gets

included in our training processes but we hope that volume can more or less overwhelm

those issues. 

The question is how exactly you go about labeling less data. The answer, like most things in

machine learning, is varied and nuanced. Here are a few common tactics:

TRANSFER  LEARNING

Some models benefit from augmentations of data you have already labeled. 

An easy example of this is taking a labeled photo and flipping it either horizontally or

vertically and training the model on a mirror-image of your original data. Adding noise or

static to an image, cropping, rotating, reducing exposure or clarity, or any other small

tweaks can effectively create “new” data for you model without you having to pay for

labeling.

DATA  AUGMENTATION



SYNTHETIC  DATA

Similarly, for certain domains, synthetic data can be highly valuable. Here, you’re not taking

data you already have and augmenting it but rather creating new data from whole cloth. 

Explaining the pros and cons of synthetic data would be a whitepaper in and of itself. That

said, it can be really useful in domains where finding great examples are difficult or costly

(accident data comes to mind here). It can also help correct overfitting by providing

additional examples of classes your original training set was missing. And for areas where

creating synthetic data is trivial, it can be most cost-effective than labeling (receipt

generation or even facial recognition are generally promising areas). Here's an example of

synthetic data from the delightfully named thispersondoesnotexist.com

For more exotic domains, generating data is far more difficult. After all, models are creating

this data and if there aren’t good models for your unique use-case, you’re likely out of luck.

Domains where new, novel data occurs frequently can’t just be generated easily. Creating

synthetic data can bias a model and, if you’re using a third-party to generate synthetic data

instead of a third party to label real data, the cost differences might not be that marked.

SEMI -SUPERVISED  LEARNING

Instead of learning completely from historical information, semi-supervised approaches

learn from a mixture of both labeled and unlabeled data. 

There are myriad approaches here, including active learning, which we mentioned above.

Active learning aims to monitor your model as it trains, “listening” to it, and discovering

what data it understands, what data it’s greedy for, and what data would be especially

useful in your next training run. Active learning projects generally use less data but require

more training as you adapt to your models needs.



There’s more nuance and more to cover than we could get to in a single whitepaper, but

hopefully, you’ve picked up a few tips to bring your data labeling budget down a few

notches. 

What we want to highlight in conclusion is that there are avenues available to you at

every step in the process. You can find a provider who fits your needs exactly and works

within your budget instead of choosing the most popular labeler. You can fine-tune your

instructions so that your labelers understand exactly what you want and provide exactly

what you need. You can focus on labeling only the most important data. You can

leverage techniques outside of typical deep learning frameworks. You can employ

human-in-the-loop methodologies to ship only nuanced labels to a crowd. You can

leverage pretrained models to label your unlabeled data. 

You can do any or all of that. But whatever you chose, the goal is simple: to label less

data and to label the most important data as well as you can. And if you need any help

figuring out how to do that, we’re just an email away. 

Thanks for reading.

Few-shot learning, reinforcement learning, meta-learning, clustering––there are a ton of

methods to reduce your labeling costs. Some are more invasive than others, but all aim

to reduce the total number of labels you’ll be collecting for your project.

Here at Alectio, we help our customers find the smart data in big datasets by combining

active learning, reinforcement learning, meta learning, information theory, entropy

analysis, topological data analysis, data shapley, and more, in order to show you what

data your model should learn from and which data you should avoid. We’re chiefly

interested not in data quality but in data value. We’re here to help you find the right

ingredients to make your models successful, all while reducing labeling budgets and

timelines. We try to find the smart data inside big data.

A  PARTING  THOUGHT

ABOUT  ALECTIO

At Alectio, we help the most innovative companies in the world

train better machine learning models with less data. Our platform

employs an ensemble approach that includes active learning,

reinforcement learning, meta-learning, deep learning, and more

to identify what data is actually helping a model learn and what

data is holding it back. Alectio uncovers the smart data inside

your big data, unlocking model performance and saving machine

learning experts both time and money. Visit us at alectio.com


